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Abstract: In this paper we study charge exchange reactions of the type ( 3 ffe,i) , (p,n) in 
aucleons and nuclei. We analyze the ( 3fle,t) reaction in nucleons including the mechanism 
of A excitation in the projectile and discuss the importance of including this mechanism in 
the reliction on deuteron. We study these reactions in nuclei including multistep quasielastic 
collisions, incoherent pion production , virtual pion absorption and coherent pion production. 
The experimental shift in the peak position of tPtr/dEdfl in the reaction on nuclei respect 
to the reaction on protons is naturally explained when all these channels are considered. 

The (3J{e,l) reaction in nuclei in the region of A excitation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] lias resisted a 
clear theoretical interpretation. The experimental peak of /Pa/dEdSl in nuclei is shifted to 
lower excitation energy; the triton laboratory energy at the peak is about 70 MeV higher for 
a nuclear target (A < 12) than for a proton target. Even more apparent than the shift of the 
peak is a shift of the strength of the distribution, which results in a considerable broadening. 
In other words, the puzzle shows up when we observe the ( 3Яе, t) reaction on nuclei ( sec 

1) We sec that already in the dentcrou the shape оГ the delta production is different to the 
one on a free proton. 
2) A big shift of strength and also of the peak position is seen in the reaction on nuclei (fig. 
1 is for UC but we have the same trend in other nuclei) 
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Fig.l. Double differential cross section for the ( 3fle,t) reaction in the lab system for the 
targets p,d and llG. The experimental points are from [6] 
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By looking at fig.l we can remark that: 
i) In the energy distribution of the reaction on the deuteron the strength is clearly shifted 
and there are not collective effects in it. We shall have to look for an explanation based on 
the study of elementary processes on the proton and the neutron. 
ii) The quasielastic peak in the reaction on 1 2 C is huge. Its tail should have something to do 
with the shift. With our model we find a clear explanation of the reaction on the deuteron 
and we incorporate the quasielastic contributions to our calculations. This is the first model 
which takes them into account. 

1. EXPLANATION OF THE DEUTERON 
Usually [7, 8,9,10] the mechanism for the NN —» NA transition would be the one in the fig. 
2a. For the case of the p( 3 ffe,t)A + + reaction this is depicted in fig. 2b. This mechanism is 
what we call A excitation in the target (DET). The novel contribution included in this work 
is that we also consider the mechanism of A excitation in the projectile (DEP), corresponding 
to fig. lc, together with the contribution of the s-wave irJV amplitude [11]. 
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Fig.2. (a) Mechanism for delta excitation in NN collisions, (Ъ) Д excitation mechanism in 
the р( эЯе, t)ir+p reaction, (c) A excitation in the projectile in the same reaction 

In order to calculate the double differential cross section (Ptr/dEdil in the р( 3 Яе,<)Д + + 

reaction we use the same model of [11]. In this ref. we can find the diagrams depicted in fig. 
3 or the analogous for the irJV s-wave contribution when the Д-pole iriV —» ir N amplitude is 
substituted by the s-wave тгЛГ —> irJV amplitude. 

Fig.3 . Diagrams for the (p,n) reaction, (a) DET mechanism on the proton, (b) DEP 
mechanism on the proton, (c,e) DET mechanism on the neutron, (d,f) DEP mechanism on 
the neutron 
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If we study instead the n(3Be,t)Nn reaction, with JVir = pir° от шг + , the situation is 
completely changed. We can use the same formalism and only isospin factors have to be 
changed (see table I). The first interesting thing is that the strength of the cross section in 
the DEP mechanism is three times bigger than in the proton case, while the strength of the 
DET mechanism is three times smaller than in the case of the proton. 

TABLE I 

ISOSPIN FACTORS 
REACTION DET DEP 
р(3Яе,0р1Г+ 18/9 2/9 
n(3tfe,t)№r 6/9 6/9 

Table I. Isospin factors for the DET and DEP mechanisms in the ( 3ff e, t) reaction on proton 
and neutron targets. 

The results of the calculation for the neutron excitation are seen in fig.4 by the dashed line. 
The shape is completely different to the one of the proton due to the different balance between 
the DEP, DEP and s-wave mechanism (taking into account that the DEP contribution peaks 
at higher triton energies that the DET contribution). The results differ totally from those 
which we would obtain from the DET mechanism alone, which would be those of the dotted 
line scaled by a factor 1/3. The interesting thing to observe is that the cross section is nearly 
flat from Ti =; 1660 to 1800 MeV with a value of around 0.14 mb/sr MeV. 
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Fig.4. Double differential cross section in the p{3He,t)px+ reaction in the p lab system 
The experimental points are from f9]. Dotted line: results with the DET mechanism alone, 
solid line: results induding the DE.r mechanism and the s-wave, dashed line: results for the 
n[aHe,t)Nx reaction, induding DET, DEP and s-wave mechanisms. 

Then, we can remark the following ideas: 
'Reaction on proton: In the reaction on proton the DEP mechanism is not very important 
and only hdpa us to fill the region of low energy transfer. 
'Reaction on neutron: In the reaction on neutron the DEP mechanism ia very relevant and 
leads to this flat behaviour in the energy distribution. 
"Reaction on deuteron: If wo neglect screening effects and two step processes in the deuterium 
nudeua, which should be small for the indusive process ( эЯе, t) on d target, we can obtain 
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this cross section by adding the cross sections on the p and the n. The results are shown i 
fig.5 and compaied with the experiment [6]. The agreement ie rather good but only if v 
take into account the DEP mechanism. 
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Fig.5. Double differential cross section for (3He,t) on deuteron target at fixed angle as a 
function of the t kinetic energy. Dotted curve: DEP mechanism alone. Solid curve: DET + 
DEP + s-wave. Histogram : experimental results from [6] 

Up to now we have focalized our attention in the (3He,t) reaction. After this we looked 
for other reactions where DEP mechanisms were very much important. We studied the 
p(a, a)A process in which the DET mechanism is forbidden because of isospin conservation 
and all the contributions came from the DEP mechanism (fig.6). 

Fig.6. Diagrams for the р(а,а)Д reaction, a) DET mechanism on the proton. The isospin 
of initial and final states is T=l/2 and T=3/2 respectively and this reaction is forbidden, 
b) DEP mechanism on the proton 

We have analyzed recently this reaction [12] in the base of the DEP mechanism and we 
get an excellent agreement with the experimental results [IS]. 

2 THE (3Яе,<) REACTION ON NUCLEI 
In the ( 3ff e,() reaction on nuclei we have the following open channels [14] 

2.1 QUASIEL4STIC COLLISIONS 
1.1) One step. One ct a have the following processes: 
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a)3Be + N -» 3Be + N 
b)3Be + N -> 3Be(breakup) + N 
c)3Be + N - . t + N 

In this section only the reaction c) contributes (the one with charge exchange) to the 
cross section. 

1.2) Two steps. 
In this section the following processes contribute (two nucleoli knockout) to the cross 

section: 

a)3He + N -> 3He + N 
+ 
N->t + N 

We have an elastic scattering followed by a charge exchange reaction. 

4) 3Яе + ЛГ -t t + N 
+ 
N^>t + N 

We have a charge exchange reaction followed by an elastic scattering. 

c)3He + N -» 3He' + N 
f 
+ 
N - » t + JV 

In this process we have excited the 3He or t intermediate states. 

2.2- PION PRODUCTION 
2.1) One step 

One can have the following process: 

о) 3 Яе + ЛГ - . 3Be + ff + r 
b)3Be + N -> t + N + r 

In this section only the reaction b) contributes (the one with charge exchange) to the 
cross section. 

2.2) Two steps In this section the following processes contribute to the cross section: 

a)3Be + N -> 3Be + N 
t 
+ 
iV->t + JV + ir 

We have a quasielastic process followed by a pion production reaction. 

Ь)3Яе + ЛГ -» 3Be + N + * 
t 
+ 
N-*t + N 
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We have a pion production reaction followed by a quasielastic process. 

2.3. VIRTUAL PION ABSORPTION (TWO NUCLEON EMIS
SION) 

So far (for the pion production case ) we have been considering diagrams of the type depicted 
in fig.2. 

But in the nucleus one can also have the AJV —> NN decay mode (see fig. 7a) 

Fig. 7.(a) Diagram contributing to the AN —> NN decay mode in the nucleus (virtual pion 
absorption), (b) irJV —» TJV s-wave contribution to the two nucleon emission, (c) irN —»irN 
p-wavc contribution to the two nucleon emission (with the nucleon pole term, crossed nucleoli 
pole, A pole term and crossed A pole term respectively) 

While around resonance pion absorption would proceed through A excitation like in fig. 
7a, at low energies the contributions of the mechanisms 7b, 7c are also very important [15] 
and we take them into account. 

2.4. COHERENT PION PRODUCTION 
In this process the 'He collides with a nucleus in its ground slate producing a t and a 7r+ 

and the nuclear target remains in its ground state (see fig. 8a). In this case the cross section 
can be written in the following way 

^а\/#Хф;{£)фНсЮф-ж(*)\г 

where ф<(х) stands for the distorted wave function of the i-particle. 

'H.J 
<v) «0 

(1) 

l ) 

Fig. 8. (a) Process of coherent pion production in the ( afle,i) reaction on a nucleus. The 
target nucleus remains in ita ground state, (b) ir+ production from the (3He,t) transition. 
In the forward t direction thie mechanism is forbidden [16] .(c) Mechanism which contributes 
to (he coherent pion production in the forward t direction [16] 
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This process is treated in detail in ref. [16] and here we only stress the fact that the 
coherent pion production in the forward t direction works because of the interaction of the 
pion with the nucleus ( see fig. 8c). The mechanism in fig. 8b is forbidden in the forward t 
direction case [16]. 

The question now is what have we done with all these channels'! 
The INCOHERENT CHANNELS are calculated with models which reproduce the ex

perimental cross sections (for the quasieiastic collisions we take the cross sections directly 
from the experiment) Then all these channels are considered simultaneously using a Monte 
Carlo simulation procedure. 

The COHERENT CHANNEL is treated independently and fully quantummechanically. 
In fig. 9 we present the results of our model for the (3He, t) reaction on UC in the forward 
t direction for the case of 2.0 GeV of kinetic energy of the incoming 'He. 
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Fig.9. Double differential cross section for the {3He,t) reaction on "C (see text) (a) Total 
result of our model, (b) Sum of all the incoherent contributions to the cross section, (c) 
Coherent pion production contribution, (d) Incoherent pion production contribution, (e) 
Virtual pion absorption contribution, (f) One step quasieiastic collision contribution, (g) 
Contribution of the two steps quasieiastic collisions with excited 3He or t intermediate states, 
(h) Contribution of the two steps quasieiastic collisions corresponding to the reactions a) and 
b) of the section 1.2) in the text 
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In this point we can remark the following ideae: 
a) We observe that the shift of the delta peak in nuclei is due to a collaboration of: " 

Multistep quaeielastic collisions. " Virtual pion absorption. * Coherent pion production. 
b) We want to stress that we need the coherent pion production to move the peak position 

(the sum of all the incoherent contributions peaks at the same position than the elementary 
reaction -see fig. 9(b)-. 

c) Once we know the importance of the coherent pion production mechanism let us to 
give the main features of the pions produced in this coherent channel [16]: 

c.l) The pion-energy is fuced(£T ~ En* - Et). 
c.2) The pion is produced in a very narrow cone in the direction of the 3 Яе — t momentum 

transfer. 
From these last two features we can say that we have found a source of highly monochro

matic and unidirectional pions. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
* The inclusive (3He,t),(p,n)... reactions in nuclei are rather involved. Many coupled 
channels appear simultaneously: 
- Multistep quasielastic collisions. 
- Incoherent pion production. 
- Virtual pion absorption. 
- Coherent pion production. 

' Tbe shift of the delta peak in nuclei is due to a collaboration of multistep quusiclastic 
collisions, virtual pion absorption and coherent pion production. 

' The coherent pion production is an appreciable fraction of the pions produced. These 
piuns arc monochromatic and unidirectional. 

" The coherent pion-production offers a direct measure of elastic scattering of virtual 
pions (see fig. 8c). This information is as good, and complementary, as the one obtained 
from scattering of real pions. Experimental studies should definitely be pursuit. 

* The shift of strength in the ( 3ffe, t) reaction on deuteron is due to the DEP mechanisms. 
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